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From USA Today best seller Meghan March comes a steamy new novel in the Beneath series.

Beneath These Chains is the third book in the Beneath series but can be enjoyed as a full-length,

standalone romance. I was raised on the streets, so I know things are rarely as simple as they

appear - especially this rich girl showing up at my pawnshop demanding a job. She's the most

tempting thing I've ever seen, and I'll be damned if I can make her leave. S--t just got

complicated...but when it comes to her, I want complicated. We're both fighting our own demons,

and our only chance at a future is to let go of the past. But will we be strong enough to break free

from beneath these chains?
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I am vacillating between giving this book 3 vs 4 stars. So, I liked the story, but I liked the first two

books better. This story is well written, I like the hero Lord and the heroine Elle. Elle was spunky,

feisty and very independent. She didn't like or do committed relationships and it takes a while for

Lord to break thru her defenses. Lord is a dreamy alpha man who wasn't looking for love but found

it when the sexy Elle comes barging in his pawn shop looking for a job. The sex scenes between

them were great, the way he adores and respects Elle makes Lord my new romance novel

boyfriend. There's also an element of mystery in the book, a kind of whodunit subplot that really

surprised me when we find out who the 'bad guy' is.So, why almost 3 stars? I'm probably being

unfair but I didn't think this book was as good as the first two, which I LOVED! This book is good but



it doesn't have the same 'oomph' factor, that kind of intangible, hard to name factor that makes a

book so enjoyable that you get lost in the book and feel a little sad when it has to end. I liked the

book but I wasn't 'absorbed' in it. Where were the great secondary characters that make you hope

they get their own book? The only character that seemed mildly interesting was Fix, and I'm not

sure I was intrigued enough by him to want him to have his own book. How come there is so little

attention paid to the main characters from the first two books? That being said, this book is still a lot

better than many of the romance books out there (and I read A LOT of romance books) so I gave it

4 stars. I look forward to the next book and I hope it regains its 'oomph' factor and allows us to

revisit a little longer with the characters from previous books

What can I say. This story wasn't my favorite of the bunch. I'm not sure what it was missing for me.

But I LOVED both Lord and Elle.Elle comes into Lords pawn shop pretty much demanding a job.

She's hoping to find something that belongs to her. At first Lord denies her a job, because he knows

he won't be able to keep his hands to himself. But her stubbornness gets Elle what she wants.

Mostly.When a gang leader named Rix shows up to get a look at the new girl in the neighbor that

everyone is talking about Lord stakes his claim. He has to protect Elle, with the help of his employee

Mathieu.After three murders, the police are starting to look at Elle as a suspect. But could this

independant, sassy woman really be capable of murder?I think part of what was missing for me was

the camaraderie the other two in the series had. I didn't get a chance to fall in love with a new

character who was super supportive through it all. But honestly, this was a great read. Well worth

the time and money. I'm looking forward to Lucas' story, and anything else Ms. March has to offer.

Give it a try! If you haven't picked up the first two stories in the "Beneath" series "Beneath this

Mask," and "Beneath this Ink" GET THEM! They're both great reads too!Great job Meghan March

here's something else to be proud of.

I'll be honest - this book caught my attention because of that super hot book cover and it did not

disappoint. Lord was HOT. I love a hero that sees something he wants and works for it and that's

exactly what Lord did when Elle walked into his pawn shop. I loved that Elle was a strong heroine,

that she wasn't intimidated by Lord and would stand up to him but she still had a vulnerability about

her. This book had some suspense, a little mystery, lots of hot sexy times and a sweet romance.

This is the first book I have read by this author and I really enjoyed it. I can't wait to go back and

read the other books in this series (Con and Vanessa - I can't wait to read their story!) and I can't

wait for Lucas Titan's story next!



Lord Robichaux is an tattooed hottie who owns a pawn shop on the wrong side of town, dealing in

top grade goods.Elle Snyder is good friends with Lord's brothers girlfriend, and one day she turns

up at his shop demanding a job. Elle is part of the high society who normally wouldn't be seen dead

working at a pawn shop, so Lord is highly suspicious of her motives for deciding she wants to sell

second hand goods.It's not long though before they give into their blatant chemistry though and

sexy times ensue.This book was full of sexual tension with a little suspense on the side. It was

slightly on the inst-love scale for my preferences but it was a light fun read all the same.This is a

standalone novel, told in alternating dual POVs.

This was an excellent read! All of the above were involved and included muscle cars and a hot, filthy

talking man! Just what I needed to get out of my books slump.This was the first book I read in this

series however I plan on going back to read the others. I did not feel like I missed out on any

previous plots while reading however. I like that in a story.

In this series each book can be read as a standalone. I would recommend reading them in order

though.I really liked Lord (even though the name is corney). He was no nonsense and knew what

he wanted and went for it.I liked Elle because she didn't seem spoiled and accepted the relationship

for what it was and she didn't self destruct.The other thing that I loved was that there was no

relationship drama. No cheating, no sleezy exes. However,some parts were kind of predictable. All

in all this was good.
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